Introduction
Public Librairies

Meet t

he Team

Our team decided to focus on Public Libraries because it is a service-based
resource with many touchpoints in and outside of the physical building.

Isabelle Dufour

4th year ID student with an
interest in strategic design

Problem Space

and service design.

Many library systems are outdated and tend to be overlooked; however, these
spaces are essential for learning, leisure, and community wellbeing. Access to
library services has been drastically altered in response to Covid-19. With an
increasing reliance on digital technology, there are opportunities to redesign
and innovate online and in person services. These areas could include
navigating the website, browsing and accessing library collections, increasing
awareness of community events, and library technology.

Known Pain Points
• Online catalogue system
and library website


Potential Users
The primary stakeholders would be
community members such as:


• Changes in checkout and

 


returns due to Covid-19


• Students


• Limited hours and access to

• Families


library due to Covid-19


• Seniors


• Renewing checked out

 


Mandy Hui

4th year ID student with an
interest in user research, UX
and service design.

Hanna

h Jolley


4th year ID student with a minor
in Psychology and interest in UX
and service design.

media


Secondary stakeholders would include:


Christina Kim


• Library card and account

• Library staff


4th year ID student with an

management


• Library volunteers

interst in UX UI and service

/

design.

Research
Recruitment Criteria

Research Goals
To gain a deeper understanding of public librairies and their users, we
conducted remote interviews with participants recruited from the user
groups seen below. From this interviews we hoped to:


• Understand which library services are used, why they’re used and how
they’re used

• Understand how users interact with online and in person library services
and identifying pain points in the user journey

• Uncover users’ perceptions and attitudes towards libraries

• Understand the effect that Covid-19 has had on the user experience

• Identify opportunities to improve user perceptions and experiences


User Groups
We focused on two users groups. Post-secondary students who use the
library for leisure purposes and parents who use the library with their kids.

Age (18-29, 30-49, 50+)

Age is a factor in determining which services one might
use and can be telling of socioeconomic status.


Gender (W, M, Other) 

It’s important that a balance of genders are interviewed to
ensure future findings are applicable to people all
genders.


Distance to Library (0-5 km, 6 - 15 km, 16+ km)

Proximity to the library may affect users frequency of use
and type of use.


Life Stage (currently in school, new parents, parents of
teens/ young adults, retired)

There may be differences in the services participants
access depending on the life stage they are

in.


Geographic Location (urban/downtown, suburb, rural)

This will help us understand how services might vary
according to the community in which the

library is located.



Students

Parents

Touchpoints Accessed (app, website, phone calls,
kiosk, front-desk)

Using different touch-points may result in different
experiences.


Participants

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Age

18 - 29

50+

18 - 29

18 - 29

18 - 29

18 - 29

18 - 29

Gender

Woman

Woman

Man

Woman

Woman

Woman

Woman

Occupation

Student

Teacher

Student

Teacher

Pharmacist

Recent Grad

Student

I usually
check out
audio books
to listen to."

Reason for 

Visiting

"I used to go to
"I dont have
the library for a to purchase
Teenage
books if I can
Engagement use them from
Group."
the library."

"The library is
a quiet place
to do school
work."

"I mainly go
these days to
get teaching
books for
work."

I sync my
e-reader to my
library
account and
download
e-books from
the library."

Pain Points

"Looking for
"Could see
"Online library
online services books is not as services seem
easy online.”
being
complicated
inconvenient if
and I don’t like
that the files
you're not
disappear
savvy with the
website."
once your time
is up."

"I just want to
go in and out
as fast as I
can."

"E-book
"The app is not
"Online
expired before intuitive. I was databases are
I had a chance
confused
great if you
to finish it."
about how to have the exact
download the
title and
audio books."
author..."

“

“

I get a mix of
leirsure and
academic
books when I
go."

“

Personas
John Stewart - 21



Kenneth Addeler - 28 



Tracey Adams - 55



Student - Engineering



New Graduate - Pharmacist



Educational Assistant

Community oriented

Risk aversion

Fluency with technology

Convenience oriented

Community oriented

Risk aversion

Fluency with technology

Convenience oriented

Community oriented

Risk aversion

Fluency with technology

Convenience oriented

Bio: John is a 3rd year student studying
Engineering at Carleton University. He visits
2 or 3 different public libraries when he
needs to meet up with classmates for
collaborative work. He seldom borrows
from the public library as he finds these the
online services difficult to use and
unhelpful.



Bio: Kenneth is a recent graduate who has
been busy with work. He uses the library to
pick up books or download eBooks to read
while he relaxes after work. Because he
already works in a risky environment and
has a busy schedule, he places his books
on hold to minimize the amount of time he
has to spend in the library.



Bio: Tracey Adams is a mother of two and
lives with her husband while working in the
education field. As an avid reader, she
frequents her local library for free access to
a variety of books. Before Covid-19, Tracey
enjoyed meeting up with her library book
club to discuss their latest reads. 



Needs:

• A welcoming and accessible online
experience

• More information about the librairies he
would like to visit



Needs:

• An efficient and safe way to pick up the
books he’s placed on hold

• Easy browsing online to find books to
place on hold



Needs:

• Maintaining connectivity with her library
community

• Convenient and free access to variety of
books



Painpoints:

• Uncomfortable and outdated physical
environment

• Online library services are hard to use

• Some locations pose accessibility issues


Pain Points:

• Library feels like a risky place to visit
during Covid 

• Can be difficult to find books online 


Painpoints:

• Online library services are confusing and
difficult to use

• Concerned about health risks due to
Covid-19

Key Insights
Growing Demand for Online Library Services
Participants indicated they wanted a more user friendly and considerate online library service for browsing and borrowing
electronic media. Current online borrowing methods were poorly integrated and difficult to use.

Quick and Efficient Library Trips
Participants used the library website or app to check for specific books online so they can minimize the actual time and
effort spent finding their books in-person. Due to Covid-19, the library is not a place where most people want to stay, read, or
browse. Rather, visitors want to pick up their books and leave as quickly as possible.

Physical Environment is Perceived Negatively
Most participants shared the belief that libraries are welcoming and important spaces. However, the same participants
who voiced these opinions felt reluctant and unenthusiastic to stay in the library themselves. Common words such as
“old”, “outdated”, and “uncomfortable” were used to describe participant’s libraries.

Visitors Want Control and Independance During Visits
Due to COVID-19 many of the library shelves and books have been relocated with participants noticing lack of, or too many
signs that led to confusion. In the current situation, people want to safely find their book quickly and leave with less
contact and time spent within the library.

Library Staff are Important Touchpoints
Most people credit their positive perceptions of the library to the people who work there. Although the purpose of their
visits is typically to pick up a book and leave as quickly as possible, many share that their experiences are made more
enjoyable after interacting with staff members.

Journey Map
Customer Journey Map
We did a customer journey map for our persona Tracey. We mapped out what checking out a book from the library would look like and
discovered some interesting insights and opportunities for our app.

Lots of Tools

Dip in Emotions

Concerns About Covid

Certain steps such as searching for book
recommendations, logging in and renewing
a book required many tools. For example, in
order to find book suggestions Tracey uses
her tablet to access Goodreads to look for
recommendations based on books she
previously enjoyed. She writes down titles
that look interesting and then has to go into
the library website to see if they’re available.
This could all easily be streamlined within
the library app.

There is a dip in emotions between
searching through the library’s online
catalogue and picking up the book from the
holds section. Emotions such as frustration,
impatience and annoyance are prevelant as
Tracey has difficulty with navigation,
communication and long wait times. This
could easily be remedied by simplifying the
process of finding and placing a hold, as
well as providing users with more
information on the status of their hold.

Concerns about Covid-19 have the ability to
negatively affect a user’s library experience
depending on their level of concern. Some
of these concerns could potentially be
alleviated by providing more information on
Covid-19 protocols online. Additionally,
finding ways to make book retrieval and
trips to the library more efficient, and
therefore minimizing risk of exposure, might
provide peace of mind to users with greater
concerns.

Design Brief
Problem Statement

Target Users

The library has failed to successfully create a digital
platform where services are intuitive for users who are
not as proficient with technology and meet the higher
expectations of younger generations in comparison to
other digital services.

Goals
1.

 Reevaluate the user experience and information
architecture of digital library touchpoints to give
users more control over their library navigation and
activities.



2.



Create and foster emotional connections between
users and library services through digital and
physical experiences



3.


proficiencies. 


Increase the utility of library services to reduce the
need for additional tools and technologies, thereby
creating a single fluid user experience through
library touchpoints. 


5.

Kenneth Addeler


Tracey Adams


21 y/o student in

28 y/o young professional

55 y/o educational

need of online

in need of more efficient

assistant seeking

resources


checkout processes

community

Service Requirements
• A welcoming end-to-end experience that communicates value

• Seamless digital & physical touchpoint experience

• A more enjoyable & modern physical environment

• Greater consideration and communication of health and safety measures
in light of Covid-19


Create digital library services that are accessible
and easy to use for library users of all technology

4.


John Stewart 




Encourage the general use and exploration of
available library services. 


Interface Requirements
• Reduction of the need for external (non-library) tools in conjunction with
the library tools


• Personalised book recommendations

• Book ‘wishlist’ capability

• Interaction with library staff (chat box)

• Features for community building and safe/online social interaction 

• Ease of use (navigation, simplicity, account management)

• Consistency of usability across platforms

• Ability for users to provide feedback and suggestions

User Testing
Task Questions

General Insights

1.


 You want to find a new book suggestion for your book
list. How would you go about doing this?



Icons are very important, but can cause confusion if they are
not clear in their meaning or clearly visible. For example, the
plus icon used to ‘place a hold’ was often mistaken for the
save button. Users explained this was because a plus sign is
usually associated with an “add” interaction. Additionally, the
save button (originally overlayed on the book cover image)
was not readily seen, so users assumed that the plus button
was the only possible interaction. Confusion also arose with
our bottom menu bar as the meaning and icons used for My
Library for My Media were hard to differentiate. Not only were
the icons similar, but My Library and My Media sounded like
they would hold similar content. 


2.



 You want to see if “Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone” is available near you so you can place a hold on
it. How would you go about doing this?


3.




 You have read the books from the Harry Potter Series
and would like to join a community forum. You want to
discuss the Hogwart Houses. How would you get
involved and participate within the forum?


4.



 How would you go about renewing a book that is
almost due?


Place Hold

Save

Join Forum

Results

Changes

1.


 2/3 participants passed, average time was 2 minutes
and 23 seconds



• Change icon for ‘Save’ button to a heart and place next to the ‘Place Hold’
button so users can distinguish between the two

• Adding the words ‘Save’ and ‘Hold’ underneath buttons on book details page

• Integrating the content such as news and events from the ‘My Library’ page
into the ‘My Community’ page

• Renaming the ‘My Media’ page, ‘My Library’

• Adding tabs to the search results page so you can choose to view items
only from your home library, or all librairies

• Creating the ‘Check Out’ page

• Reducing use of plus icons in forums as the same icon is used for various
functions

2.


 1/3 participants passed, average time was 3 minutes
and 34 seconds


3.

 3/3 participants passed, average time was 2 minutes


4.



 3/3 participants passed, average time was 32 seconds

Mood Board

Brand Guidelines
App Icon

Logo
Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

Colour Palette

Secondary

Primary

Light Rust

210/132/105

#D28469

Rust 

Paper

Teal

195/88/52
 244/241/225
 43/107/119

#C35834
#F4F1E1
#2B6B77

Typography
Title

PT Serif

Weight

48px

Bold

Header 1

Size

Weight

Header 2
Roboto

Tertiary
Stone

137/147/155

#89939B

Dark Grey

68/68/68

#444444

Iconography
Size

Roboto

Light Teal

116/167/176

#74A7B0

36px

Bold

Size

Weight

24px

Bold

Body

Size

Weight

Roboto

18px

Regular

Community

Drop Down

Search

Back

My Library

Place Hold

Save

Checkout

Profile

Format icons

Usage Examples
Search

Navigation bar

Normal Pressed
State
State

